IDEAS FOR THE ON TARGET TIME CAPSULE

The time capsule is a container made to store special items from Operation On-Target and all other special scouting events. Future Venturing & Varsity Scouts will enjoy the years of memorabilia from your team’s past events. The time capsule could include:

1. Photographs.
2. Special letters and Coach’s Corner.
3. Team roster and guests.
4. On-Target pin.
5. Personal totems, commitments and comments.
6. Team history and location.
7. Similar item from other events.
8. Summary of the day.

Please Don't Pollute:
Bring mirrors and
time capsules home.

Many teams have gotten a lot of mileage from their time capsules by inviting the head of their sponsoring organization or other influential leader to remind young men during their personal interviews, of their commitments and aspirations stored in the time capsule and recommitting them to continue their efforts to remain “On Target.”.

(Thanks to ontargetbsa.org for this information)